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(57) This application provides a wireless communi-
cation method, an apparatus, and a computer-readable
storage medium. The method includes: A terminal re-
ceives a system message that is broadcast by an access
network device on a physical broadcast channel PBCH,
where the system message includes an extension field,
and the extension field is used to indicate a format of the
system message. The terminal discards the system mes-
sage if information about the extension field is first infor-
mation, where the first information is used to indicate that
the format of the system message is an extended format.
The format of the system message may be the extended

format or a conventional format. The extended format is
a format of a system message in a future communications
technology. The terminal may determine the format of
the system message based on the extension field, and
select, based on the determined format of the system
message, a manner to process the message. If the in-
formation about the extension field is the first information,
it indicates that the format of the system message is the
extended format. In this case, the terminal discards the
system message. In this way, the terminal can select a
proper manner to correctly process the system message.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201810912180.9, filed with the Chinese Patent
Office on August 10, 2018 and entitled "WIRELESS COMMUNICATION METHOD, APPARATUS, AND COMPUTER-
READABLE STORAGE MEDIUM", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This application relates to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to a wireless communi-
cation method, an apparatus, and a computer-readable storage medium.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A next-generation new radio (new radio, NR) communications system defined in the 3rd generation partnership
project (3rd generation partnership project, 3GPP) transmits a system message on a physical broadcast channel (physical
broadcast channel, PBCH).
[0004] In the prior art, the system message transmitted on the PBCH has a fixed format. A terminal reads a received
system message in a preset manner. With development of communications technologies, a system message may
subsequently have another format. In this case, if the terminal receives the system message in the another format, the
terminal also reads the system message in the existing preset manner, and this results in an error.

SUMMARY

[0005] This application provides a wireless communication method, an apparatus, and a computer-readable storage
medium, so that a terminal can correctly process a system message.
[0006] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a wireless communication method. The
method includes: A terminal receives a system message that is broadcast by an access network device on a physical
broadcast channel PBCH, where the system message includes an extension field, and the extension field is used to
indicate a format of the system message. The terminal discards the system message if information about the extension
field is first information, where the first information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is an
extended format.
[0007] Based on this solution, the system message received by the terminal includes the extension field, and the
extension field is used to indicate the format of the system message. The format of the system message may be the
extended format or a conventional format. The extended format is a format of a system message in a future communi-
cations technology. After receiving the system message, the terminal may determine the format of the system message
based on the extension field, and select, based on the determined format of the system message, a manner to process
the message. If the information about the extension field is the first information, it indicates that the format of the system
message is the extended format. In this case, the terminal discards the system message. In this way, the terminal can
select a proper manner to correctly process the system message.
[0008] In a possible design, the terminal processes the system message if the information about the extension field
is second information, where the second information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the
conventional format.
[0009] As an example, the following provides several different implementations of the system message.
[0010] Implementation 1: A location of the extension field in the system message is not fixed.
[0011] Specifically, the system message includes the extension field, and the location of the extension field in the
system message is not fixed. For example, in a specific example, the system message includes an indication field, used
to indicate the location of the extension field in the system message. In another specific example, each time before
broadcasting the system message, the access network device broadcasts an indication message, where the indication
message is used to indicate the location of the extension field in the system message.
[0012] Implementation 2: The extension field is located at a fixed bit of the system message. Specifically, the system
message includes the extension field, and the extension field is located at the fixed bit of the system message. For
example, in a specific example, the fixed bit occupied by the extension field is the 15th bit of the system message.
[0013] In a possible design, the information about the extension field may include the first information or the second
information. The first information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the extended format, and
the second information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the conventional format. In other
words, when the information about the extension field is the first information, it indicates that the format of the system
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message is the extended format; or when the information about the extension field is the second information, it indicates
that the format of the system message is the conventional format. For example, the first information is 1, and the second
information is 0; or the first information is 0, and the second information is 1. In this way, the terminal can determine the
format of the system message based on whether the information about the extension field in the system message is the
first information or the second information.
[0014] Further, for the foregoing two implementations, optionally, the system message further includes a first field.
Specifically, system message includes the first field and the extension field. In a specific example, the first field occupies
the 1st to the 14th bits of the system message, and the extension field occupies the 15th bit of the system message. The
following provides several possible implementations of the first field.
[0015] In a possible implementation, if the information about the extension field is the first information, the first field
includes some or all of the following fields: an SFN field, an HRF field, an SSB time index field, or an extension field. In
an example, the first field includes any one of an SFN field, an HRF field, an SSB time index field, and an extension
field. For example, the first field includes an SFN field. For another example, the first field includes an extension field.
In another example, the first field includes more of an SFN field, an HRF field, an SSB time index field, and an extension
field. For example, the first field includes an SFN field and an HRF field. For another example, the first field includes an
HRF field, an SSB time index field, and an extension field. Examples are not listed herein.
[0016] In another possible implementation, the system message further includes a first field, where the first field
occupies the 1st to the 14th bits of the system message. If the information about the extension field is the second
information, the 1st to the 10th bits of the first field are an SFN field, the 11th bit of the first field is an HRF field, and the
12th to the 14th bits of the first field are an SSB time index field. Optionally, the first field in the system message in the
conventional format may further include another field, and the another field may be located at the 16th bit of the first field
or any one or more bits after the 16th bit.
[0017] Based on any one of the foregoing embodiments, the system message received by the terminal is an interleaved
system message. The method further includes: The terminal performs de-interleaving on the interleaved system message,
to obtain a de-interleaved system message. Then, the terminal determines the extension field based on the de-interleaved
system message. The terminal receives the interleaved system message, and a correlation of source symbol data in
the interleaved system message is weakened. Therefore, the terminal may perform de-interleaving according to an
inverse rule to recover the source symbol data. In addition, when burst errors occur in the system message, the terminal
may correct the system message in which the errors occur. In this way, reliability and security of the system message
can be improved.
[0018] According to a second aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a wireless communication method.
The method includes: An access network device generates a system message, where the system message includes
an extension field, and the extension field is used to indicate a format of the system message. The access network
device broadcasts the system message on a PBCH.
[0019] Based on this solution, the system message generated by the access network device includes the extension
field, and the extension field is used to indicate the format of the system message. After receiving the system message
on the PBCH, the terminal may determine the format of the system message based on the extension field. The format
of the system message may be an extended format or a conventional format. The extended format is a format of a
system message in a future communications technology. After receiving the system message, the terminal may determine
the format of the system message based on the extension field, and select, based on the determined format of the
system message, a manner to process the message. For example, if the terminal determines that the format of the
system message is the extended format, the terminal may discard the system message. For another example, if the
terminal determines that the format of the system message is the conventional format, the terminal may process the
system message in the existing manner. In this way, the terminal can select a proper manner to correctly process the
system message.
[0020] As an example, the following provides several different implementations of the system message.
[0021] Implementation 1: A location of the extension field in the system message is not fixed.
[0022] Specifically, the system message includes the extension field, and the location of the extension field in the
system message is not fixed. For example, in a specific example, the system message includes an indication field, used
to indicate the location of the extension field in the system message. In another specific example, each time before
broadcasting the system message, the access network device sends an indication message, where the indication mes-
sage is used to indicate the location of the extension field in the system message.
[0023] Implementation 2: The extension field is located at a fixed bit of the system message.
[0024] Specifically, the system message includes the extension field, and the extension field is located at the fixed bit
of the system message. For example, in a specific example, the fixed bit occupied by the extension field is the 15th bit
of the system message.
[0025] In a possible design, the information about the extension field may include the first information or the second
information. The first information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the extended format, and
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the second information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the conventional format. In other
words, when the information about the extension field is the first information, it indicates that the format of the system
message is the extended format; or when the information about the extension field is the second information, it indicates
that the format of the system message is the conventional format. For example, the first information is 1, and the second
information is 0; or the first information is 0, and the second information is 1. In this way, the terminal can determine the
format of the system message based on whether the information about the extension field in the system message is the
first information or the second information.
[0026] Further, for the foregoing two implementations, optionally, the system message further includes a first field.
Specifically, system message includes the first field and the extension field. In a specific example, the first field occupies
the 1st to the 14th bits of the system message, and the extension field occupies the 15th bit of the system message. The
following provides several possible implementations of the first field.
[0027] In a possible implementation, if the information about the extension field is the first information, the first field
includes some or all of the following fields: an SFN field, an HRF field, an SSB time index field, or an extension field. In
an example, the first field includes any one of an SFN field, an HRF field, an SSB time index field, and an extension
field. For example, the first field includes an SFN field. For another example, the first field includes an extension field.
In another example, the first field includes more of an SFN field, an HRF field, an SSB time index field, and an extension
field. For example, the first field includes an SFN field and an HRF field. For another example, the first field includes an
HRF field, an SSB time index field, and an extension field. Examples are not listed herein.
[0028] In another possible implementation, if the information about the extension field is the second information, the
1st to the 10th bits of the first field are an SFN field, the 11th bit of the first field is an HRF field, and the 12th to the 14th

bits of the first field are an SSB time index field. Optionally, the first field in the system message in the conventional
format may further include another field, and the another field may be located at the 16th bit of the first field or any one
or more bits after the 16th bit.
[0029] Because the system message is transmitted on a channel, burst errors may occur, and the burst errors are
usually caused by pulse interference and multipath fading and are statistically related. Therefore, once an uncorrectable
error occurs, the error continuously exists; and consequently, the terminal cannot correct the system message in which
the burst errors occur. Therefore, to improve security and reliability of transmitting the system message on the PBCH,
after generating the system message, the access network device may further perform interleaving on the system mes-
sage, to obtain an interleaved system message. Then, the access network device broadcasts the interleaved system
message on the PBCH. In this way, a time sequence of source symbol data in the system message is disarranged
through interleaving, so that a correlation of the source symbol data is weakened. The source symbol data is then sent
on the channel, so that the terminal that receives the interleaved source symbol data can recover the source symbol
data according to an inverse rule, and correct the system message in which the error occurs. In this way, reliability and
security of the system message can be improved.
[0030] According to a third aspect, this application provides an apparatus. The apparatus provided in this application
has a function of implementing behavior of the terminal or the access network device in the aspects of the foregoing
methods, and includes a corresponding means (means) configured to perform the step or the function described in the
aspects of the foregoing methods. The step or the function may be implemented by using software, hardware (for
example, a circuit), or a combination of hardware and software.
[0031] In a possible design, the apparatus includes one or more processors and a communications unit. The one or
more processors are configured to support the apparatus in performing a corresponding function of the terminal in the
foregoing methods. For example, the terminal discards a system message if information about an extension field is first
information, where the first information is used to indicate that a format of the system message is an extended format.
The communications unit is configured to support communication between the apparatus and another device, to imple-
ment a receiving and/or a sending function, for example, receive a system message broadcast on a PBCH.
[0032] Optionally, the apparatus may further include one or more memories. The memory is configured to be coupled
to the processor. The memory stores a program instruction and/or data necessary for the apparatus. The one or more
memories may be integrated with the processor, or may be disposed independent of the processor. This is not limited
in this application.
[0033] The apparatus may be an intelligent terminal, a wearable device, or the like. The communications unit may be
a transceiver or a transceiver circuit. Optionally, the transceiver may alternatively be an input/output circuit or an interface.
[0034] The apparatus may alternatively be a communications chip. The communications unit may be an input/output
circuit or an interface of the communications chip.
[0035] In another possible design, the apparatus includes a transceiver, a processor, and a memory. The processor
is configured to control the transceiver or an input/output circuit to transmit and receive a signal, and the memory is
configured to store a computer program. The processor is configured to run the computer program in the memory, so
that the apparatus is enabled to perform the method completed by the terminal in any one of the first aspect or the
possible implementations of the first aspect.
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[0036] In a possible design, the apparatus includes one or more processors and a communications unit. The one or
more processors are configured to support the apparatus in performing a corresponding function of the access network
device in the foregoing methods, for example, generating a system message. The communications unit is configured to
support communication between the apparatus and another device, to implement a receiving and/or a sending function,
for example, broadcast a system message on a PBCH.
[0037] Optionally, the apparatus may further include one or more memories. The memory is configured to be coupled
to the processor. The memory stores a program instruction and/or data necessary for the access network device. The
one or more memories may be integrated with the processor, or may be disposed independent of the processor. This
is not limited in this application.
[0038] The apparatus may be a base station, a gNB, a TRP, or the like. The communications unit may be a transceiver
or a transceiver circuit. Optionally, the transceiver may alternatively be an input/output circuit or an interface.
[0039] The apparatus may alternatively be a communications chip. The communications unit may be an input/output
circuit or an interface of the communications chip.
[0040] In another possible design, the apparatus includes a transceiver, a processor, and a memory. The processor
is configured to control the transceiver or an input/output circuit to transmit and receive a signal, and the memory is
configured to store a computer program. The processor is configured to run the computer program in the memory, so
that the apparatus is enabled to perform the method completed by the access network device in any one of the second
aspect or the possible implementations of the second aspect.
[0041] According to a fourth aspect, this application provides a system. The system includes the foregoing terminal
and the foregoing access network device.
[0042] According to a fifth aspect, this application provides a computer-readable storage medium. The computer-
readable storage medium is configured to store a computer program. The computer program includes an instruction
used to perform the method according to any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect.
[0043] According to a sixth aspect, this application provides a computer-readable storage medium. The computer-
readable storage medium is configured to store a computer program. The computer program includes an instruction
used to perform the method according to any one of the second aspect or the possible implementations of the second
aspect.
[0044] According to a seventh aspect, this application provides a computer program product. The computer program
product includes computer program code. When the computer program code is run on a computer, the computer is
enabled to perform the method according to any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect.
[0045] According to an eighth aspect, this application provides a computer program product. The computer program
product includes computer program code. When the computer program code is run on a computer, the computer is
enabled to perform the method according to any one of the second aspect or the possible implementations of the second
aspect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0046]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a network architecture of a communications system in which an embodiment of
this application is used;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a wireless communication method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a system message in a conventional format according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
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FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of another system message in an extended format according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of fields in a to-be-interleaved system message according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of fields in an interleaved system message according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of a terminal according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 16 is a schematic structural diagram of an access network device according to an embodiment of this application;
and
FIG. 17 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus according to an embodiment of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0047] Terms used in DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS of this application are only used to explain specific em-
bodiments of this application, and are not intended to limit this application.
[0048] FIG. 1 is a schematic architectural diagram of a communications system in which an embodiment of this
application is used. The communications system may include a base station and at least one terminal. The system
architecture includes an access network device 101 and a terminal 102. The terminal 102 communicates with the access
network device 101 by using a radio interface. For clarity, only one access network device and one terminal are shown
in the figure.
[0049] The terminal is a device having a wireless transceiver function. The terminal may be deployed on land, including
an indoor device, an outdoor device, a hand-held device, or a vehicle-mounted device; or may be deployed on a water
surface (for example, on a ship); or may be deployed in air (for example, in an aircraft, a balloon, or a satellite). The
terminal may be a mobile phone (mobile phone), a pad (pad), a computer having a wireless transceiver function, a virtual
reality (virtual reality, VR) terminal, an augmented reality (augmented reality, AR) terminal, a wireless terminal in industrial
control (industrial control), a wireless terminal in self driving (self driving), a wireless terminal in remote medical (remote
medical), a wireless terminal in a smart grid (smart grid), a wireless terminal in transportation safety (transportation
safety), a wireless terminal in a smart city (smart city), a wireless terminal in a smart home (smart home), or the like.
[0050] The access network (radio access network, RAN) device is a device that provides a wireless communication
function for the terminal. For example, the access network device includes but is not limited to: a next-generation base
station (g nodeB, gNB) in 5G, an evolved NodeB (evolved node B, eNB), a radio network controller (radio network
controller, RNC), a NodeB (node B, NB), a base station controller (base station controller, BSC), a base transceiver
station (base transceiver station, BTS), a home base station (for example, a home evolved nodeB, or a home node B,
HNB), a baseband unit (baseBand unit, BBU), a transmitting and receiving point (transmitting and receiving point, TRP),
a transmitting point (transmitting point, TP), a mobile switching center, and the like.
[0051] The following describes in detail a wireless communication method provided in this application with reference
to the system architecture shown in FIG. 1.
[0052] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a wireless communication method according to an embodiment of this
application. The method includes the following steps.
[0053] Step 201: An access network device generates a system message.
[0054] The system message includes an extension field, and the extension field is used to indicate a format of the
system message.
[0055] In this application, the format of the system message may be an extended format or a conventional format.
The extended format is a format of a system message in a future communications technology.
[0056] In an optional implementation, information about the extension field may include first information and/or second
information. The first information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the extended format, and
the second information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the conventional format. In other
words, when the information about the extension field is the first information, it indicates that the format of the system
message is the extended format; or when the information about the extension field is the second information, it indicates
that the format of the system message is the conventional format. For example, the first information is 1, and the second
information is 0; or the first information is 0, and the second information is 1. In this way, the terminal can determine the
format of the system message based on whether the information about the extension field in the system message is the
first information or the second information.
[0057] In step 201, for a location of the extension field in the system message, the following implementations may be
used.
[0058] Implementation 1: The location of the extension field in the system message is not fixed.
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[0059] Specifically, the system message includes a first field and the extension field, and the location of the extension
field in the system message is not fixed. For example, in a specific example, the system message includes an indication
field, used to indicate the location of the extension field in the system message. In another specific example, each time
before broadcasting the system message, the access network device sends an indication message, where the indication
message is used to indicate the location of the extension field in the system message. In this implementation, the location
of the extension field in the system message is not fixed; and consequently, a quantity of interactions between the
terminal and the access network device is increased, and power consumption of the terminal is increased.
[0060] Implementation 2: The extension field is located at a fixed bit of the system message.
[0061] Specifically, the system message includes the extension field, and the extension field is located at the fixed bit
of the system message. For example, in a specific example, the fixed bit occupied by the extension field is the 15th bit
of the system message.
[0062] In this implementation, the terminal may determine the extension field at the fixed bit, so that the terminal can
determine, without determining other information in the system message, the format of the system message based on
whether the information about the extension field is the first information or the second information. In this way, the power
consumption of the terminal can be reduced.
[0063] Step 202: The access network device broadcasts the system message on a PBCH. Correspondingly, the
terminal may receive the system message on the PBCH.
[0064] Step 203: The terminal discards the system message if the information about the extension field is the first
information, where the first information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the extended format;
or the terminal processes the system message if the information about the extension field is the second information,
where the second information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is the conventional format.
[0065] Herein, optionally, the first information may be used to indicate the conventional format, and the second infor-
mation may be used to indicate the extended format; or the second information may be used to indicate the conventional
format, and the first information may be used to indicate the extended format.
[0066] Specifically, the terminal may determine the format of the system message based on the information about the
extension field in the received system message. For example, the first information is 1, and the second information is
0. In this case, if the terminal determines that the information about the extension field is 1, the terminal determines that
the format of the system message is the extended format; or if the terminal determines that the information about the
extension field is 0, the terminal determines that the format of the system message is the conventional format.
[0067] For another example, the first information is 0, and the second information is 1. In this case, if the terminal
determines that the information about the extension field is 0, the terminal determines that the format of the system
message is the extended format; or if the terminal determines that the information about the extension field is 1, the
terminal determines that the format of the system message is the conventional format.
[0068] In step 201 to step 203, the system message generated by the access network device includes the extension
field, and the extension field is used to indicate the format of the system message. After receiving the system message
on the PBCH, the terminal may determine the format of the system message based on the extension field. The format
of the system message may be the extended format or the conventional format. The extended format is the format of
the system message in the future communications technology. After receiving the system message, the terminal may
determine the format of the system message based on the extension field, and select, based on the determined format
of the system message, a manner to process the message. If the terminal determines that the format of the system
message is the extended format, the terminal may discard the system message; or if the terminal determines that the
format of the system message is the conventional format, the terminal may process the system message in the existing
manner. In this way, the terminal can select a proper manner to correctly process the system message.
[0069] Based on the foregoing solution, further, the system message in step 201 may further include the first field. In
an example, the first field occupies the 1st to the 14th bits of the system message.
[0070] In a specific implementation, the system message specifically includes the first field, the extension field, and
another field. Alternatively, the system message specifically includes the first field and another field. The another field
includes an extension field.
[0071] The first field may include some or all of a system frame number (system frame number, SFN) field, a half radio
frame (half radio frame, HRF) field, and a synchronization signal/PBCH block (synchronization signal/PBCH block, SSB)
time index (SSB time index) field, or may further include an extension field. Optionally, a new field may be introduced
to the future communications technology. The first field may further include the new field introduced to the future com-
munications system.
[0072] With reference to Table 1 and Table 2, the following describes the first field and the another field by using
examples.
[0073] For example, the system message includes MIB information (also referred to as L2 information, refer to Table
1) and time-related load information (also referred to as L1 information, refer to Table 2). It is assumed that the system
message in step 201 includes a first field and another field.
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[0074] The first field includes an SFN field in the L2 information shown in Table 1, and an SFN field, an HRF field, and
an SSB time index field in the L1 information shown in Table 2.
[0075] The another field may include the following information in the L2 information shown in Table 1: subcarrier
spacings (sub-carrier spacing common) of various messages, where the various messages include a system information
block 1 (system information block type1, SIB1) message, other system information (other system information, OSI),
signaling 2 or signaling 4 (MSG2/4) in a random access procedure, and the like; a configuration parameter of downlink
control information of remaining minimum system information (remaining minimum system information, RMSI); a sub-
carrier offset (ssb-sub carrier offset) from an SSB to a common resource block; a position (demodulation reference
signals-type A-position, Dmrs-type A-position) of a demodulation reference signal type A; configuration information
(pdcch-configSIB1) in the downlink control information; cell access barred indication information (cell barred); an intra-
frequency and reselection (intra freq reselection) field; a spare (spare) field; and the like.

[0076] Based on the foregoing embodiment, the system message in the conventional format is different from the
system message in the extended format, where information about an extension field included in the system message
in the conventional format is the second information, and information about an extension field included in the extended
format is the first information. Based on system messages in different formats, the following provides several possible
implementations of the first field.
[0077] In a possible implementation, if the information about the extension field is the second information, that is, the
system message is in the conventional format, the 1st to the 10th bits of the first field are an SFN field, the 11th bit of the
first field is an HRF field, and the 12th to the 14th bits of the first field are an SSB time index field. Optionally, the first
field in the system message in the conventional format may further include another field, and the another field may be
located at the 16th bit of the first field or any one or more bits after the 16th bit. The following shows an example of the
system message in the conventional format.
[0078] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a system message in a conventional format according to an embodiment of
this application.
[0079] The system message in the conventional format includes a first field, an extension field, and another field. The
first field is located at the first 14 bits. Specifically, the 1st to the 10th bits are an SFN field, the 11th bit is an HRF field,
and the 12th to the 14th bits are an SSB time index field. The extension field is located at the 15th bit. The another field
(not shown in the figure) is located at the 16th bit or any one or more bits after the 16th bit.
[0080] In another possible implementation, if the information about the extension field is the first information, that is,
the system message is in the extended format, the first field includes some or all of the following fields: an SFN field,
an HRF field, an SSB time index field, or an extension field. For the first field, the following several optional implementations
may be included.

Table 1 Quantity of bits corresponding to a field included in L2 information

Field Quantity of bits

SFN 6

sub-carrier spacing common 1

pdcch-configSIB 1 4

Dmrs-type A-position 1

pdcch-configSIB 1 8

cell barred 1

intra freq reselection 1

spare 1

Table 2 Quantity of bits corresponding to a field included in L1 information

Field Quantity of bits

SFN 4

Half radio frame 1

SSB time index for L=64, Reserve for L=4/8 3
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[0081] Manner al: The first field includes all of an SFN field, an HRF field, and an SSB time index field, and there may
be any combination of bits occupied by the three fields.
[0082] For example, the system message includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th bits and an extension field
located at the 15th bit. The 1st to the 10th bits of the first field are an SFN field, the 11th bit of the first field is an HRF
field, and the 12th to the 14th bits of the first field are an SSB time index field. Sameness between the system message
in the extended format in this example and the system message in the conventional format in FIG. 3 is that the two
system messages include the same first field. A difference is that the two system messages include the different extension
fields. The information about the extension field in the system message in the extended format is the first information,
and the information about the extension field in the system message in the conventional format is the second information.
[0083] For another example, referring to a system message in an extended format shown in FIG. 4, the system message
includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th bits and an extension field located at the 15th bit. The 1st to the 8th bits
of the first field are an SFN field, the 9th to the 12th bits of the first field are an HRF field, and the 13th and the 14th bits
of the first field are an SSB time index field.
[0084] Manner a2: The first field includes any two of an SFN field, an HRF field, and an SSB time index field, and
there may be any combination of bits occupied by the two fields.
[0085] For example, the first field includes an SFN field and an HRF field. Referring to a system message in an
extended format shown in FIG. 5, the system message includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th bits and an
extension field located at the 15th bit. The 1st to the 12th bits of the first field are an SFN field, and the 13th and the 14th

bits of the first field are an HRF field.
[0086] For another example, the first field includes an SFN field and an SSB time index field. Referring to a system
message in an extended format shown in FIG. 6, the system message includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th

bits and an extension field located at the 15th bit. The 1st to the 9th bits of the first field are an SFN field, and the 10th to
the 14th bits of the first field are an SSB time index field.
[0087] Manner a3: The first field includes any one of an SFN field, an HRF field, and an SSB time index field, and
another field, and there may be any combination of bits occupied by the field and the another field.
[0088] For example, the first field includes an SSB time index field and another field. Referring to a system message
in an extended format shown in FIG. 7, the system message includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th bits and
an extension field located at the 15th bit. The 1st to the 6th bits of the first field are an SSB time index field, and the 7th

to the 14th bits of the first field are another field and an extension field.
[0089] Manner a4: The first field includes any one of an SFN field, an HRF field, and an SSB time index field.
[0090] For example, the first field includes an SFN field, but does not include an HRF field, an SSB time index field,
an extension field, and another field. Referring to a system message in an extended format shown in FIG. 8, the system
message includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th bits and an extension field located at the 15th bit. The first
field includes an SFN field located at the 1st to the 14th bits.
[0091] For another example, the first field includes an HRF field, but does not include an SFN field, an SSB time index
field, an extension field, and another field. Referring to a system message in an extended format shown in FIG. 9, the
system message includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th bits and an extension field located at the 15th bit. The
first field includes an HRF field located at the 1st to the 14th bits.
[0092] For another example, the first field includes an SSB time index field, but does not include an SFN field, an HRF
field, an extension field, and another field. Referring to a system message in an extended format shown in FIG. 10, the
system message includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th bits and an extension field located at the 15th bit. The
first field includes an SSB time index field located at the 1st to the 14th bits.
[0093] Manner a5: The first field includes an extension field, but does not include any one of an SFN field, an HRF
field, and an SSB time index field.
[0094] For example, the first field includes an extension field, but does not include an SFN field, an HRF field, an SSB
time index field, and another field. Referring to FIG. 11, a system message includes a first field located at the 1st to the
14th bits and an extension field located at the 15th bit. The first field includes an extension field located at the 1st to the
14th bits, but does not include an SFN field, an HRF field, an SSB time index field, and another field.
[0095] For another example, the first field includes an extension field and another field, but does not include an SFN
field, an HRF field, and an SSB time index field. Referring to a system message in an extended format shown in FIG.
12, the system message includes a first field located at the 1st to the 14th bits and an extension field located at the 15th

bit. The first field includes another field located at the 1st to the 9th bits and an extension field located at the 10th to the
14th bits. In this example, there may alternatively be another combination of bits occupied by the extension field and the
another field. For example, the 1st to the 5th bits of the first field are the another field, and the 6th to the 14th bits of the
first field are the extension field. Examples are not listed herein.
[0096] Based on any one of the foregoing embodiments, because the system message is transmitted on a channel,
burst errors may occur, and the burst errors are usually caused by pulse interference and multipath fading and are
statistically related. Therefore, once an uncorrectable error occurs, the error continuously exists; and consequently, the
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terminal cannot correct the system message in which the burst errors occur. Therefore, to improve security and reliability
of transmitting the system message on the PBCH, after step 201, the access network device may perform interleaving
on the system message, to obtain an interleaved system message. Then, the access network device broadcasts the
interleaved system message on the PBCH.
[0097] Correspondingly, the terminal receives the interleaved system message, and performs de-interleaving on the
interleaved system message, to obtain a de-interleaved system message. Then, the terminal determines the extension
field based on the de-interleaved system message. Then, the terminal performs step 203 based on the extension field.
In this way, a time sequence of source symbol data in the system message is disarranged through interleaving, so that
a correlation of the source symbol data is weakened. The source symbol data is then sent on the channel, so that the
terminal that receives the interleaved source symbol data can recover the source symbol data according to an inverse
rule, and correct the system message in which the error occurs. In this way, reliability and security of the system message
can be improved.
[0098] The following describes a method for interleaving a system message by using an example.
[0099] As an example, according to a PBCH payload (payload) interleaving method defined in the 3GPP standard
protocol TS 38.212, all fields in the L1 information and the L2 information are interleaved in a sequence of an SFN field,
an HRF field, an SSB time index field, and another field.
[0100] In the following Example 1, a first field in the system message includes a 10-bit SFN field, a 1-bit HRF field,
and a 3-bit SSB time index field. A is used to represent a total quantity of bits of the L1 information and the L2 information,
A represents a quantity of bits of the L2 information, and a quantity of bits of the L1 information is 8. For example, if A
is equal to 64, A is equal to 72. For a specific manner of determining an interleaving sequence number j of each bit in
the system message, refer to the following Example 1:
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[0101] In row [1] of Example 1, iSFN =0 indicates that a start sequence number of the SFN field in an interleaving
sequence is 0. Because the SFN field occupies 10 bits, sequence numbers 0 to 9 are the SFN field. jHRF =10 indicates
that a start sequence number of the HRF field in the interleaving sequence is 10. Because the HRF field occupies one
bit, a sequence number 10 is the HRF field. jSSB=11 indicates that a start sequence number of the HRF field in the
interleaving sequence is 11. Because the SSB time index field occupies three bits, sequence numbers 11 to 13 are the
SSB time index field. jother =14 indicates that a start sequence number of the another (other) field in the interleaving
sequence is 14. Because A =64, A=72. Therefore, sequence numbers 14 to 71 are the another field. In rows [2] to [5],
the SFN field in the system message is traversed, and the SFN field occupies the sequence numbers 0 to 9. In rows [6]
and [7], the HRF field in the system message is traversed, and the HRF field occupies the sequence number 10. In rows
[8] to [10], the SSB time index field in the system message is traversed, and the SSB time index field occupies the
sequence numbers 11 to 13. In rows [11] to [13], the another field in the system message is traversed, and the another
field occupies the sequence number 14 and a sequence number after the sequence number 14.
[0102] According to the sequence numbers of the fields in the interleaving sequence in Example 1, interleaving is
performed in an interleaving manner shown in the following Table 3. The following uses only one group of 32 bits for
interleaving as an example. As shown in Table 3, j is a to-be-interleaved sequence number, and G(j) is an interleaved
sequence number.

[0103] With reference to FIG. 13 and FIG. 14, the following describes a process of interleaving fields in a system
message.
[0104] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of fields in a to-be-interleaved system message according to an embodiment
of this application.
[0105] As shown in FIG. 13, only some fields in the system message are shown as an example. Before interleaving,

Table 3 PBCH payload interleaving method

j G(j) j G(j) j G(j) j G(j) j G(j) j G(j) j G(j) j G(j)

0 16 4 8 8 24 12 3 16 9 20 14 24 21 28 27

1 23 5 30 9 7 13 2 17 11 31 15 25 22 29 28

2 18 6 10 10 0 14 1 18 12 22 19 26 25 30 29

3 17 7 6 11 5 15 4 19 13 23 20 27 26 31 31
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sequence numbers 0 to 9 are a 10-bit SFN field(HRF1, HRF2, ..., and HRF10), a sequence number 10 is a 1-bit HRF
field, sequence numbers 11 to 13 are a 3-bit SSB time index field (represented by SSB1, SSB2, and SSB3 in the figure),
a sequence number 14 is a 1-bit extension field (represented by choice1 in the figure), and sequence numbers 15 to 31
are another 17-bit field (represented by other1, other2, ..., and other17 in the figure). Fields in the to-be-interleaved system
message shown in FIG. 13 are interleaved according to the foregoing Table 3, where a to-be-interleaved sequence
number is j, and an interleaved sequence number is G(j), so that a schematic diagram of fields in an interleaved system
message shown in FIG. 14 is obtained.
[0106] As shown in FIG. 14, in the interleaved system message, a 10-bit SFN field is located at sequence numbers
16, 23, 18, 17, 8, 30, 10, 6, 24, and 7, a 1-bit HRF field is located at a sequence number 0, a 3-bit SSB time index field
is located at sequence numbers 5, 3, and 2, a 1-bit extension field is located at a sequence number 1, and another 17-
bit field is located at sequence numbers 4, 9, 11 to 15, 19 to 29, and 31.
[0107] It can be learned that, a sequence of bits of the fields in the interleaved system message is disarranged, and
a sequence correlation between bits of a same field is weakened, so that reliability and security of the system message
can be improved.
[0108] With reference to FIG. 13 and FIG. 14, after generating the system message, the access network device
performs, according to Table 3, interleaving on the bits of the fields in FIG. 13 based on G(j) obtained by interleaving j,
to obtain the interleaved system message shown in FIG. 14; and sends the interleaved system message to the terminal.
Correspondingly, after receiving the interleaved system message shown in FIG. 14, the terminal performs, according to
Table 3, reverse de-interleaving based on G(j), to obtain j, so that the de-interleaved system message shown in FIG.
13 is obtained.
[0109] Further, because the 1-bit extension field (choice1) is arranged at the 15th bit, the terminal only needs to check
whether the 15th bit of the de-interleaved system message is the first information. If the 15th bit of the de-interleaved
system message is the first information, it indicates that the system message is the system message in the extended
format. In this case, the terminal discards the system message in the extended format. If the 15th bit of the de-interleaved
system message is not the first information, it indicates that the system message is the system message in the conven-
tional format. In this case, the terminal may continue to process the system message in the conventional format. In this
way, the terminal can select a proper manner to correctly process the system message.
[0110] FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of a terminal according to an embodiment of this application. The
terminal can be used in the system shown in FIG. 1, to perform a function of the terminal in the foregoing method
embodiments. For ease of description, FIG. 15 shows only main components of the terminal. As shown in FIG. 15, a
terminal 1500 includes a processor, a memory, a control circuit, an antenna, and an input/output apparatus. The processor
is mainly configured to: process a communications protocol and communications data, control the entire terminal, execute
a software program, and process data of the software program, for example, is configured to support the terminal in
performing the action described in the foregoing method embodiments. For example, the terminal discards a system
message if information about an extension field is first information, where the first information is used to indicate that a
format of the system message is an extended format; or the terminal processes a system message if information about
an extension field is second information, where the second information is used to indicate that a format of the system
message is a conventional format. The memory is mainly configured to store the software program and the data, for
example, store related information of the system message described in the foregoing embodiments. The control circuit
is mainly configured to: perform conversion between a baseband signal and a radio frequency signal, and process the
radio frequency signal. A combination of the control circuit and the antenna may also be referred to as a transceiver that
is mainly configured to transmit and receive a radio frequency signal in a form of an electromagnetic wave. The input/output
apparatus, such as a touchscreen, a display, or a keyboard, is mainly configured to: receive data entered by a user and
output data to the user.
[0111] After the terminal is powered on, the processor can read a software program in a storage unit, interpret and
execute an instruction of the software program, and process data of the software program. When data needs to be sent
wirelessly, the processor performs baseband processing on the to-be-sent data, and then outputs a baseband signal to
a radio frequency circuit. The radio frequency circuit performs radio frequency processing on the baseband signal, and
then sends, by using the antenna, a radio frequency signal in an electromagnetic wave form. When data is sent to the
terminal, the radio frequency circuit receives a radio frequency signal by using the antenna, converts the radio frequency
signal into a baseband signal, and outputs the baseband signal to the processor. The processor converts the baseband
signal into data, and processes the data.
[0112] A person skilled in the art may understand that, for ease of description, FIG. 15 shows only one memory and
only one processor. In an actual terminal, there may be a plurality of processors and a plurality of memories. The memory
may also be referred to as a storage medium, a storage device, or the like. This is not limited in this embodiment of this
application.
[0113] In an optional implementation, the processor may include a baseband processor and/or a central processing
unit. The baseband processor is mainly configured to process the communications protocol and the communications
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data. The central processing unit is mainly configured to: control the entire terminal, execute the software program, and
process the data of the software program. Functions of the baseband processor and the central processing unit may be
integrated into the processor in FIG. 15. A person skilled in the art may understand that the baseband processor and
the central processing unit each may be an independent processor, and are interconnected by using a technology such
as a bus. The person skilled in the art may understand that the terminal may include a plurality of baseband processors
to adapt to different network standards, and the terminal may include a plurality of central processing units to enhance
a processing capability of the terminal. All components of the terminal may be connected by using various buses. The
baseband processor may also be expressed as a baseband processing circuit or a baseband processing chip. The
central processing unit may also be expressed as a central processing circuit or a central processing chip. A function
of processing the communications protocol and the communications data may be built in the processor, or may be stored
in the storage unit in a form of a software program. The processor executes the software program to implement a
baseband processing function.
[0114] In this embodiment of this application, the antenna that has a transceiver function and the control circuit may
be considered as a communications unit 1501 of the terminal 1500. For example, the communications unit 1501 is
configured to support the terminal in performing the receiving function and the sending function described in FIG. 2. The
processor that has a processing function is considered as a processing unit 1502 of the terminal 1500. As shown in FIG.
4, the terminal 1500 includes the communications unit 1501 and the processing unit 1502. The communications unit
may also be referred to as a transceiver, a transceiver machine, a transceiver apparatus, or the like. Optionally, a
component configured to implement the receiving function in the communications unit 1501 may be considered as a
receiving unit. A component configured to implement the sending function in the communications unit 1501 may be
considered as a sending unit. In other words, the communications unit 1501 includes the receiving unit and the sending
unit. The receiving unit may also be referred to as a receiver, an input port, a receiving circuit, or the like. The sending
unit may be referred to as a transmitting machine, a transmitter, a transmitting circuit, or the like.
[0115] The processing unit 1502 may be configured to execute an instruction stored in the memory, to control the
communications unit 1501 to receive and/or send a signal, thereby completing the function of the terminal in the foregoing
method embodiments. In an implementation, it may be considered that a function of the communications unit 1501 is
implemented by using a transceiver circuit or a transceiver-dedicated chip.
[0116] FIG. 16 is a schematic structural diagram of an access network device according to an embodiment of this
application, for example, may be a schematic structural diagram of a base station. As shown in FIG. 16, the base station
may be used in the system shown in FIG. 1, to perform a function of the access network device in the foregoing method
embodiments. A base station 1600 may include one or more radio frequency units, such as a remote radio unit (remote
radio unit, RRU) 1610 and one or more baseband units (baseband unit, BBU) (which may also be referred to as digital
unit, digital unit, DU) 1620. The RRU 1610 maybe referred to as a communications unit, a transceiver unit, a transceiver
machine, a transceiver circuit, a transceiver, or the like, and may include at least one antenna 1611 and a radio frequency
unit 1612. The RRU 1610 is mainly configured to: transmit and receive a radio frequency signal, and perform conversion
between a radio frequency signal and a baseband signal, for example, configured to send the system message in the
foregoing embodiments to a terminal. The BBU 1620 is mainly configured to: perform baseband processing, control a
base station, and the like. The RRU 1610 and the BBU 1620 may be physically disposed together, or may be physically
disposed separately, namely, a distributed base station.
[0117] The BBU 1620 is a control center of the base station, may also be referred to as a processing unit, and is mainly
configured to complete baseband processing functions such as channel coding, multiplexing, modulation, and spectrum
spreading. For example, the BBU (the processing unit) 1620 may be configured to control the base station to perform
operation procedures related to the access network device in the foregoing method embodiments.
[0118] In an example, the BBU 1620 may include one or more boards, and a plurality of boards may jointly support a
radio access network (such as an LTE network) of a single access standard, or may separately support radio access
networks (such as an LTE network, a 5G network, and another network) of different access standards. The BBU 1620
further includes a memory 1621 and a processor 1622. The memory 1621 is configured to store a necessary instruction
and necessary data. For example, the memory 1621 stores the system message and the interleaving-related information
in the foregoing embodiments. The processor 1622 is configured to control the base station to perform a necessary
action. For example, the processor 1622 is configured to control the base station to perform the operation procedures
related to the access network device in the foregoing method embodiments. The memory 1621 and the processor 1622
may serve one or more boards. In other words, a memory and a processor may be separately disposed on each board.
Alternatively, a plurality of boards may share a same memory and a same processor. In addition, a necessary circuit
may be further disposed on each board.
[0119] FIG. 17 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus 1700. The apparatus 1700 may be configured to
implement the method described in the foregoing method embodiments. For details, refer to the descriptions in the
foregoing method embodiments. The communications apparatus 1700 may be a chip, an access network device (for
example, a base station), a terminal, another network device, or the like.
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[0120] The communications apparatus 1700 includes one or more processors 1701. The processor 1701 maybe a
general-purpose processor, a special-purpose processor, or the like. For example, the processor 1701 may be a baseband
processor or a central processing unit. The baseband processor may be configured to process a communications protocol
and communications data. The central processing unit may be configured to: control a communications apparatus (for
example, a base station, a terminal, or a chip), execute a software program, and process data of the software program.
The communications apparatus may include a communications unit, configured to input (receive) and output (send) a
signal. For example, the communications apparatus may be a chip, and the communications unit may be an input and/or
output circuit or a communications interface of the chip. The chip may be used for a terminal, an access network device
(for example, a base station), or another network device. For another example, the communications apparatus may be
a terminal, an access network device (for example, a base station), or another network device, and the communications
unit may be a transceiver, a radio frequency chip, or the like.
[0121] The communications apparatus 1700 includes one or more processors 1701. The one or more processors
1701 may implement the method performed by the access network device or the terminal in the embodiment shown in
FIG. 2.
[0122] In a possible design, the communications apparatus 1700 includes a means (means) configured to generate
a system message and a means (means) configured to broadcast the system message. Functions of the means con-
figured to generate the system message and the means configured to broadcast the system message may be imple-
mented by using the one or more processors. For example, the system message may be generated by using the one
or more processors, and the system message is broadcast by using the transceiver, an input/output circuit, or an interface
of the chip. For the system message, refer to related descriptions in the foregoing method embodiments.
[0123] In a possible design, the communications apparatus 1700 includes a means (means) configured to receive a
system message and a means (means) configured to determine, based on information about an extension field in the
system message, to process or discard the system message. For details, refer to related descriptions in the foregoing
method embodiments. For example, the system message may be received by using the transceiver, an input/output
circuit, or an interface of the chip, and may be determined, by using the one or more processors based on the information
about the extension field in the system message, to be processed or discarded.
[0124] Optionally, the processor 1701 may further implement another function in addition to the method in the embod-
iment shown in FIG. 2.
[0125] Optionally, in a design, the processor 1701 may execute instructions, so that the communications apparatus
1700 performs the method described in the foregoing method embodiments. All or some of the instructions, for example,
an instruction 1703, may be stored in the processor, or all or some of the instructions, for example, an instruction 1704,
may be stored in a memory 1702 coupled to the processor. Alternatively, the communications apparatus 1700 may be
enabled, by using both instructions 1703 and 1704, to perform the method described in the foregoing method embodi-
ments.
[0126] In another possible design, the communications apparatus 1700 may alternatively include a circuit. The circuit
may implement a function of the access network device or the terminal in the foregoing method embodiments.
[0127] In another possible design, the communications apparatus 1700 may include one or more memories 1702 that
store an instruction 1704. The instruction may be run on the processor, so that the communications apparatus 1700
performs the method described in the foregoing method embodiments. Optionally, the memory may further store data.
Optionally, the processor may also store an instruction and/or data. For example, the one or more memories 1702 may
store the correspondence described in the foregoing embodiments, or the related parameter or table provided in the
foregoing embodiments. The processor and the memory may be separately disposed, or may be integrated together.
[0128] In another possible design, the communications apparatus 1700 may further include a communications unit
1705 and an antenna 1706. The processor 1701 may be referred to as a processing unit, and controls the communications
apparatus (a terminal or an access network device). The communications unit 1705 may be referred to as a transceiver
unit, a transceiver machine, a transceiver circuit, a transceiver, or the like, and is configured to implement a transceiver
function of the communications apparatus by using the antenna 1706.
[0129] This application further provides a communications system. The communications system includes the foregoing
one or more access network devices and the foregoing one or more terminals.
[0130] It should be noted that the processor in the embodiments of this application may be an integrated circuit chip,
and has a signal processing capability. In an implementation process, the steps in the foregoing method embodiments
may be completed by using a hardware integrated logic circuit in the processor or an instruction in a form of software.
The processor may be a general-purpose processor, a digital signal processor (Digital Signal Processor, DSP), an
application-specific integrated circuit (Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC), a field programmable gate array
(Field Programmable Gate Array, FPGA) or another programmable logic device, a discrete gate or transistor logic device,
or a discrete hardware component. The processor may implement or perform the methods, the steps, and logical block
diagrams that are disclosed in the embodiments of this application. The general-purpose processor may be a micro-
processor, or the processor may be any conventional processor or the like. The steps in the methods disclosed with
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reference to the embodiments of this application may be directly performed and completed through a hardware decoding
processor, or may be performed and completed through a combination of hardware in the decoding processor and a
software module. The software module may be located in a mature storage medium in the art, such as a random access
memory, a flash memory, a read-only memory, a programmable read-only memory, an electrically erasable program-
mable memory, or a register. The storage medium is located in a memory, and the processor reads information in the
memory and completes the steps in the foregoing methods in combination with the hardware of the processor.
[0131] It may be understood that, in the embodiments of this application, the memory may be a volatile memory or a
non-volatile memory, or may include both a volatile memory and a non-volatile memory. The non-volatile memory may
be a read-only memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a programmable read-only memory (Programmable ROM, PROM),
an erasable programmable read-only memory (Erasable PROM, EPROM), an electrically erasable programmable read-
only memory (Electrically EPROM, EEPROM), or a flash memory. The volatile memory may be a random access memory
(Random Access Memory, RAM), used as an external cache. Through example but not limitative description, many
forms of RAMs may be used, for example, a static random access memory (Static RAM, SRAM), a dynamic random
access memory (Dynamic RAM, DRAM), a synchronous dynamic random access memory (Synchronous DRAM,
SDRAM), a double data rate synchronous dynamic random access memory (Double Data Rate SDRAM, DDR SDRAM),
an enhanced synchronous dynamic random access memory (Enhanced SDRAM, ESDRAM), a synchlink dynamic ran-
dom access memory (Synchlink DRAM, SLDRAM), and a direct rambus random access memory (Direct Rambus RAM,
DR RAM). It should be noted that the memory of the systems and methods described in this specification includes but
is not limited to these memories and any memory of another proper type.
[0132] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware, or any
combination thereof. When software is used for implementation, all or some of the embodiments may be implemented
in a form of computer program product. The computer program product includes one or more computer instructions.
When the computer program instructions are loaded and executed on a computer, all or some of the procedures or
functions according to this application are generated. The computer may be a general-purpose computer, a special-
purpose computer, a computer network, or another programmable apparatus. The computer instructions may be stored
in a computer-readable storage medium or may be transmitted from a computer-readable storage medium to another
computer-readable storage medium. For example, the computer instructions may be transmitted from a website, com-
puter, server, or data center to another website, computer, server, or data center in a wired (for example, a coaxial cable,
an optical fiber, or a digital subscriber line) or wireless (for example, infrared, radio, or microwave) manner. The computer-
readable storage medium may be any usable medium accessible by a computer, or a data storage device, such as a
server or a data center, integrating one or more usable media. The usable medium may be a magnetic medium (for
example, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a magnetic tape), an optical medium (for example, a DVD), a solid-state disk (for
example, a solid-state disk Solid State Disk), or the like.
[0133] The various illustrative logical units and circuits described in the embodiments of this application may implement
or operate the described functions by using a general-purpose processor, a digital signal processor, an application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or another programmable logical apparatus,
a discrete gate or transistor logic, a discrete hardware component, or a design of any combination thereof. The general-
purpose processor may be a microprocessor. Optionally, the general-purpose processor may alternatively be any con-
ventional processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine. The processor may alternatively be implemented by
a combination of computing apparatuses, such as a digital signal processor and a microprocessor, a plurality of micro-
processors, one or more microprocessors in combination with a digital signal processor core, or any other similar con-
figuration.
[0134] Steps of the methods or algorithms described in the embodiments of this application may be directly embedded
into hardware, a software unit executed by a processor, or a combination thereof. The software unit may be stored in a
RAM memory, a flash memory, a ROM memory, an EPROM memory, an EEPROM memory, a register, a hard disk, a
removable magnetic disk, a CD-ROM, or a storage medium of any other form in the art. For example, the storage medium
may be connected to the processor, so that the processor can read information from the storage medium and write
information to the storage medium. Optionally, the storage medium may further be integrated into the processor. The
processor and the storage medium may be disposed in an ASIC, and the ASIC may be disposed in a terminal. Optionally,
the processor and the storage medium may alternatively be disposed in different components of a terminal.
[0135] The computer program instructions may alternatively be loaded onto a computer or another programmable
data processing device, so that a series of operations and steps are performed on the computer or another programmable
device, to generate computer-implemented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed on the computer or the
another programmable device provide steps for implementing a specific function in one or more procedures in the
flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0136] Although this application is described with reference to specific features and the embodiments thereof, appar-
ently, various modifications and combinations may be made to this application without departing from the spirit and
scope of this application. Correspondingly, the specification and the accompanying drawings are merely example de-
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scriptions of this application defined by the appended claims, and are intended to cover any of or all modifications,
variations, combinations, or equivalents within the scope of this application. Obviously, a person skilled in the art can
make various modifications and variations to this application without departing from the spirit and scope of this application.
This application is intended to cover these modifications and variations of this application provided that they fall within
the scope of the claims of this application and their equivalent technologies.

Claims

1. A wireless communication method, comprising:

receiving, by a terminal, a system message that is broadcast by an access network device on a physical
broadcast channel PBCH, wherein the system message comprises an extension field, and the extension field
is used to indicate a format of the system message; and
discarding, by the terminal, the system message if information about the extension field is first information,
wherein the first information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is an extended format.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the method further comprises:
processing, by the terminal, the system message if information about the extension field is second information,
wherein the second information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is a conventional format.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the extension field is located at a fixed bit of the system message.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the fixed bit occupied by the extension field is the 15th bit of the system
message.

5. The method according to claim 2, wherein the system message further comprises a first field, and the first field
occupies the 1st to the 14th bits of the system message; and
if the information about the extension field is the second information, the 1st to the 10th bits of the first field are a
system frame number SFN field, the 11th bit of the first field is a half radio frame HRF field, and the 12th to the 14th

bits of the first field are a synchronization signal/PBCH block SSB time index field.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the system message further comprises a first field; and
if the information about the extension field is the first information, the first field comprises some or all of the following
fields:
a system frame number SFN field, a half radio frame HRF field, a synchronization signal/PBCH block SSB time
index field, or an extension field.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the system message received by the terminal is an
interleaved system message, and the method further comprises:

performing, by the terminal, de-interleaving on the interleaved system message, to obtain a de-interleaved
system message; and
determining, by the terminal, the extension field based on the de-interleaved system message.

8. A wireless communication method, comprising:

generating, by an access network device, a system message, wherein the system message comprises an
extension field, and the extension field is used to indicate a format of the system message; and
broadcasting, by the access network device, the system message on a physical broadcast channel PBCH.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the extension field is located at a fixed bit of the system message.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein a first field occupies the 1st to the 14th bits of the system message, and
the fixed bit occupied by the extension field is the 15th bit of the system message.

11. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 10, wherein if information about the extension field is first information,
the format of the system message is an extended format; or
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if information about the extension field is second information, the format of the system message is a conventional
format.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the system message further comprises the first field; and if the information
about the extension field is the second information, the 1st to the 10th bits of the first field are a system frame number
SFN field, the 11th bit of the first field is a half radio frame HRF field, and the 12th to the 14th bits of the first field are
a synchronization signal/PBCH block SSB time index field.

13. The method according to claim 11, wherein the system message further comprises the first field; and if the information
about the extension field is the first information, the first field comprises some or all of the following fields:
a system frame number SFN field, a half radio frame HRF field, a synchronization signal/PBCH block SSB time
index field, or an extension field.

14. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 13, wherein after the generating, by an access network device, a
system message, the method further comprises:

performing, by the access network device, interleaving on the system message, to obtain an interleaved system
message; and
the broadcasting, by the access network device, the system message on a PBCH comprises:
broadcasting, by the access network device, the interleaved system message on the PBCH.

15. An apparatus, comprising:

a communications unit, configured to receive a system message that is broadcast by an access network device
on a physical broadcast channel PBCH, wherein the system message comprises an extension field, and the
extension field is used to indicate a format of the system message; and
a processing unit, configured to discard the system message if information about the extension field is first
information, wherein the first information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is an extended
format.

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the processing unit is further configured to:
process the system message if information about the extension field is second information, wherein the second
information is used to indicate that the format of the system message is a conventional format.

17. The apparatus according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the extension field is located at a fixed bit of the system message.

18. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the fixed bit occupied by the extension field is the 15th bit of the system
message.

19. The apparatus according to any one of claims 15 to 18, wherein the system message further comprises a first field,
and the first field occupies the 1st to the 14th bits of the system message; and
if the information about the extension field is the second information, the 1st to the 10th bits of the first field are a
system frame number SFN field, the 11th bit of the first field is a half radio frame HRF field, and the 12th to the 14th

bits of the first field are a synchronization signal/PBCH block SSB time index field.

20. The apparatus according to any one of claims 15 to 18, wherein the system message further comprises a first field; and
if the information about the extension field is the first information, the first field comprises some or all of the following
fields:
a system frame number SFN field, a half radio frame HRF field, a synchronization signal/PBCH block SSB time
index field, or an extension field.

21. The apparatus according to any one of claims 15 to 20, wherein the system message received by the apparatus is
an interleaved system message, and the processing unit is further configured to:

perform de-interleaving on the interleaved system message, to obtain a de-interleaved system message; and
determine the extension field based on the de-interleaved system message.

22. An apparatus, comprising:
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a processing unit, configured to generate a system message, wherein the system message comprises an
extension field, and the extension field is used to indicate a format of the system message; and
a communications unit, configured to broadcast the system message on a physical broadcast channel PBCH.

23. The apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the extension field is located at a fixed bit of the system message.

24. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the fixed bit occupied by the extension field is the 15th bit of the system
message.

25. The apparatus according to any one of claims 22 to 24, wherein if information about the extension field is first
information, the format of the system message is an extended format; or
if information about the extension field is second information, the format of the system message is a conventional
format.

26. The apparatus according to claim 25, wherein the system message further comprises a first field; and if the information
about the extension field is the second information, the 1st to the 10th bits of the first field are a system frame number
SFN field, the 11th bit of the first field is a half radio frame HRF field, and the 12th to the 14th bits of the first field are
a synchronization signal/PBCH block SSB time index field.

27. The apparatus according to claim 25, wherein the system message further comprises a first field; and if the information
about the extension field is the first information, the first field comprises some or all of the following fields:
a system frame number SFN field, a half radio frame HRF field, a synchronization signal/PBCH block SSB time
index field, or an extension field.

28. The apparatus according to any one of claims 22 to 27, wherein the processing unit is further configured to:

perform interleaving on the system message, to obtain an interleaved system message; and
the communications unit is further configured to:
broadcast the interleaved system message on the PBCH.

29. An apparatus, comprising:

at least one processor; and
a memory communicatively connected to the at least one processor, wherein
the memory stores an instruction that can be executed by the at least one processor, and the instruction is
executed by the at least one processor, so that the at least one processor can perform the method according
to any one of claims 1 to 14.

30. A computer-readable storage medium, wherein the computer-readable storage medium stores a computer instruc-
tion, and when the computer instruction is executed by one or more processors, the method according to any one
of claims 1 to 14 is implemented.
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